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ABSTRACT
Developing practices, processes, and products that have minimal impact on the ecosystem has become a key driver for supply chain management professionals. “Going green” can both lower costs
and provide a competitive advantage, yet a majority of firms remain underprepared. This study identified green “best practices” in the supply chain field and investigated the extent to which selected
businesses in the Northeastern Pennsylvania(NEPA) region are instituting them. We found that the
selected companies are pursuing several green best practices and are especially strong in manufacturing activities. However, most practices are, at best, only in the infancy or isolated stages. Opportunities for businesses to more fully integrate their green programs and expand their green projects
are discussed.
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An MIT Sloan Management Review study found that
92% of executives believed that environmental sustainability
impacts their business (2009), and Becker (2008) reported
that green (reducing impacts on the environment) requires a
long-term strategy. Yet, firms have taken on green initiatives
with limited vision and questionable commitment. For example, the MIT study found that 70% of executives reported
having no case for green, and over 50% said their efforts to
date were to meet regulatory requirements. The result: a majority of companies are underprepared to see the environmental and economic benefits they could achieve (Aberdeen
Group, 2008).
Green efforts were traditionally viewed as distractions
or resulted from the need to comply with regulations (Aberdeen Group, 2008), but that perspective has been changing
due to a variety of reasons including the realization that green
can bring positive financial outcomes. For example, when
companies comply with mandates to replace hazardous materials or reduce wastes going into landfills, they often discover they can save money, reduce risks, increase revenues,
and improve image (Chorley, 2009; Crandall, 2008). Organ1
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izations committed to green have been rewarded with demonstrable results in areas such as cost savings and share price
growth. For example, an A.T. Kearney study (2009) found
that sustainability-focused companies’ stock price outperformed their peers in 16 of 18 industries during the recent recession by an average differential of 15%.
It is likely that the greatest green impact will come in
the supply chain field (Galvao, 2010; Becker, 2008), because
the supply chain has a disproportionate impact on the environment and the direct activities of one company are generally a small portion of the overall chain’s impact (Wilkerson,
2008).When a customer buys a product, they also inherit the
practices and processes that made and delivered that product.
This chain is where the majority of environmental impacts
tend to be created and consequently is where the largest opportunities reside (Carbon Disclosure Project, 2010a).True
improvement is only possible when companies work to green
their supply chains. Therefore, our purpose was to identify:
1. Supply chain practices that are known to reduce environmental impacts.
2. The extent to which select businesses in NEPA use
these practices.
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A supply chain is a network of organizations that engineers the flow of information, products, services, and
funds (Blackstone & Cox, 2008).Supply Chain Management (SCM) is the activity that manages these processes,
but perhaps uniquely from other fields, does so in a crossfunctional and cross-organizational fashion (Lambert,
2008). The scope of SCM is large, spanning activities such
as design, procurement, manufacturing, distribution, and reverse logistics. Most organizations can be considered supply chain companies. For example, manufacturers are part
of a supply chain as are transporters, service providers, distributors, retailers, etc. Regardless of their place in the
chain, companies pursue various practices to execute their
supply chain processes.
Green SCM (GrSCM) refers to improving the environmental performance of companies, their suppliers and customers, and the links between them (Lu et al., 2007).
GrSCM attempts to integrate environmental thinking into
all aspects of SCM, including product design, material
sourcing, manufacturing, packaging and labeling, transportation, and end-of-life management (Srivastava, 2007).
Previously, organizations employed separate units for environmental management, but “the best practices call for integration” (Srivastava, 2007, pg. 53).
SCM is a central focus for green efforts because of the
scope of the activities it encompasses and the need for continued viability of supply (Srivastava, 2007). As Penfield
(2008) noted, today’s SCM issues will become much more
severe in the next decades. Creating sustainable supply
chains requires new practices where the impact on air,
water, land, and life are known, managed, and mitigated
(Malcolm, 2010). Conducting supply chain assessments,
improving production processes in collaboration with partners, designing products for better environmental compatibility, redesigning logistics networks, and using green
sourcing strategies are essential tasks for today’s SCM managers (Becker, 2008; Malcolm, 2010).
Despite these realizations, it appears difficult to implement GrSCM. Over a decade ago, Narasimhan and Carter
(1998) found that few organizations determined the economic risks that come from environmental impact, and that
even if high level managers emphasized environmental issues, they were short on the talent and budgets to address
them. These same issues are present today. Bangalore
(2009) reported that many companies undertake ad hoc
green projects without well-defined frameworks, unclear
payback timeframes, and lack of clear objectives. Capgemini Consulting (2010) found that 56% of companies believe
that sustainability is a key driver in their supply chain
agenda, but only 34% reported a sustainability program as
one of their Top 10 projects. Another study found fragmented GrSCM efforts at a majority of companies and little
use of endorsed standards (Conference Board, 2010).

These fragmented efforts and variable commitment levels lead to underperforming organizations that do not realize
the operational efficiencies they might otherwise achieve.
Aberdeen (2008) reported that companies with the strongest
green programs realized annual cost decreases in supply, facilities, energy, and transportation, while companies with the
weakest programs saw those same costs increase. What
makes for a “strong” green program?A variety of individual
practices have been identified including, but not limited to:
calculating the return on investment for green projects (Conference Board, 2010), tracking material and energy flows
during a product’s life (Lu et al., 2007), establishing systems
that capture and convert post-consumer waste (Field &
Sroufe, 2007), speeding the velocity of returns management
flows (Aberdeen, 2010), and expanding procurement decisions to include environmental considerations (Malcolm,
2010).
Complete frameworks have also emerged that specifically address GrSCM issues. One involves infusing green
into existing SCM improvement methodologies such as Lean
Six Sigma (Chapman& Green, 2010). Lean Six Sigma is a
hybrid improvement methodology that incorporates Lean
Manufacturing’s elimination of non-value adding activities
and rapid improvement focus with Six Sigma’s systematic
approaches to variation reduction and employee training. Expanding the focus of Lean Six Sigma to include environmental wastes ensures green is not relegated to an isolated status,
but is instead integrated into existing programs. This can result in decreased costs, liability, and risk of compliance violations (EPA, 2007). For example, standard Lean Six Sigma
practices can be used for a variety of environmental impacts
without having to create redundant programs. For instance,
a company can use standard Lean Six Sigma practices to
eradicate energy consumed in excess of necessity. This will
help the organization lower costs.
Another framework adds green considerations to the
Supply Chain Operations Reference Model (SCOR), a
widely-used, process-focused SCM framework. GreenSCOR
integrates environmental considerations throughout SCM activities to green the actions that drive the entire chain, not
just individual pieces. It synchronizes efforts among suppliers and customers, uses standardized metrics to measure total
supply chain footprint, and provides green best practices for
a variety of processes (Supply Chain Council, 2008).
It is clear that GrSCM is a core consideration for today’s
businesses and can reduce environmental impact and supply
chain costs (Aberdeen, 2009a). Attention has turned away
from “why” GrSCM is needed, to “how” it should be done
(Bangalore, 2009). Our review indicated that guidance already exists, but there is a disparity between what this guidance directs organizations to do and what they are actually
doing. There is a gap between intent and action at most companies, and actions to date have been largely defensive, disconnected, and incremental (MIT, 2010).
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METHODS
Participants
Five organizations from the NEPA Chapter of the Association for Operations Management (APICS) participated in
the study by completing a questionnaire that examined the
supply chain activities at their facilities. These organizations
were primarily units of larger companies. The participants
represented the industrial supplies, industrial goods, metal
fabrication, and pharmaceuticals industries and varied in size
from $20 million in annual revenues and 70 employees at the
facility to $130 million in annual revenues and 400 people at
the facility. These companies were members of supply chains
(as manufacturers or distributors), and the study examined
these organizations’ practices.
Procedures
In fall 2010, we asked 6 manufacturing and distribution
organizations to participate since they were active members
(defined as holding a leadership position) in the NEPA APICS
Chapter. They were informed that participation involved
completing a detailed questionnaire of various GrSCM practices. The questionnaire was distributed electronically to the
organizations’ representatives and was returned via e-mail.
Five of the 6 selected companies returned their questionnaires. The study was not designed to yield a representative
sample; it was intended to yield in-depth analyses of select
companies.
Instrumentation
We researched existing instruments and found there
were none that assessed the comprehensive green practices
that occur under the supply chain umbrella. Therefore, we
developed a detailed survey after reviewing credible sources
such as the Supply Chain Council, APICS, MIT Sloan Management, and Aberdeen Group. The questions related to best
practices identified by one or more of these sources. The survey was lengthy (see Appendix A) and was designed so that
organizations can use it to evaluate their standing relative to
the identified industry best practices.
In addition to the faculty mentor, the survey was examined by another expert at a PASSHE institution. The expert
has a background in survey design and a Ph.D. in operations
research. He teaches/publishes extensively in the supply
chain field and is familiar with the best practices for green
supply chain as published by the leading professional societies. The expert suggested changes to some of the scales,
suggested clarifying some of the terminology, helped with
the demographics questions, and suggested deleting questions
that were not critical. The design of the study and the scaling
of the questions prohibited additional psychometric analyses.
Data Analysis
The survey captured nominal data due to the categorical
scales of yes/no or no efforts, little is being done, etc. (see
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Appendix A). Descriptive statistics were calculated for each
question and the results were summarized using tables. These
analyses helped categorize the extent to which the selected
businesses were pursuing the various practices.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The responses from the 5 selected companies are summarized in Tables 1 through 7. Each table contains best practices grouped into categories that were chosen to align with
common supply chain processes or activities. For example,
practices that specifically deal with manufacturing or facility
management are grouped together; practices that focus on
transportation are grouped together. A company occasionally
answered “not applicable” on an individual question; these
data were excluded from the tables. We present responses on
40 of the 55 survey questions. Seven questions were classification questions and the others we did not report were
deemed non-essential for this paper.
Strategic Emphasis
Table 1 displays the strategic emphasis the selected
companies place on GrSCM. There was a disparity between
the espoused importance of green as a driver in the supply
chain agenda (60% said it was “somewhat important”) and
the priority placed on green in budgeting considerations (only
20% said it was “somewhat important”). The reverse supply
chain (bringing back returned or used products) was also not
particularly important to the selected companies. Aberdeen
Group (2008) reported that the top performing GrSCM comTable 1. Strategic Emphasis on GrSCM (n=5)
Not
Somewhat
Important Unimportant
Green as a driver in
the SC agenda
The reverse supply
chain on operational and
financial performance
Priority of GrSCM in
budgeting considerations

Somewhat
Important

Very
Important

20%

20%

60%

0%

0%

60%

40%

0%

40%

40%

20%

0%

panies are differentiated by clear emphasis on GrSCM as a
driver, strongly integrated programs and coordinated vision.
Given the relative lack of commitment from the sample companies, it is doubtful that GrSCM will be a driving source of
advantage unless definitive commitments are made.
Commitment to Green
Table 2 displays basic foundational practices of GrSCM such
as having an executive for GrSCM and including green in the
mission statement. The majority of companies are publishing
GrSCM information annually and using cross-functional
teams. An area of concern was that 60% of the businesses do
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Table 2. Organizational Commitment to Green (n=5)
Clearly articulates commitment to green in mission
statement
Has an executive leader responsible for GrSCM initiatives
Publishes GrSCM information at least
annually
Pursues GrSCM via cross-functional teams
Uses endorsed standards

No

Yes

60%

40%

40%

60%

40%

60%

(Aberdeen, 2009b). Additionally, there is a need to provide
more visibility into GrSCM metrics. Aberdeen (2009b) reported that a majority of top performing companies provide
real-time visibility into green metrics; a majority of their
peers do not even define green metrics. With one exception,
the companies in our sample have not fully established visibility to date.

40%

60%

Green Manufacturing and Facilities

60%

40%

Table 4 displays the manufacturing and facilities related
practices such as using pull-based replenishment methods,
reducing waste generated at the facility, and mistake-proofing
in environmentally hazardous areas. Due to the energy intensiveness of running a plant, it is logical that the sample organizations would choose to focus on internal operations at
their facilities. As Aberdeen (2008) reported, pursuing savings associated with things such as energy consumption often
lead to significant improvement opportunities.
The companies were strong in using pull-based replenishment methods and have taken initial steps to offer product
take back programs. With one exception, the companies had
fully integrated programs for tracking emissions and energy

not use endorsed standards. In terms of supply chain partnering, it is difficult to benchmark and facilitate sharing among
partners if definitions and standards do not align. It was also
concerning that 60% did not include a commitment to green
in their mission. Including green in the mission and using endorsed standards have been identified as necessary commitments to fully realize the environmental and financial benefits
of green (Conference Board, 2010).
Fundamental Enablers
Table 3 displays basic enablers of GrSCM programs
such as employing clear performance standards, quantifying
the benefits of green efforts in real dollars, and training employees on green. On the whole, these practices were not
being pursued or were in the infancy stages at the selected
companies. This signals a need to improve on these dimensions.
For example, training employees on green and integrating green with existing improvement methodologies (such as
Total Quality Management, Six Sigma, or Lean ManufacturTable 3. Fundamental Enablers of GrSCM Programs (n=5)

Have clear GrSCM performance standards
Determine the economic
risks posed by GrSCM
Quantify the costs and benefits of green efforts in
real dollars
Use lifecycle analysis tools
to investigate total SC
environmental impact
Managers have visibility
into GrSCM metrics
Benchmark GrSCM best
practices

No
Efforts

Little
Efforts

Infancy
Stage

Fully
Integrated

40%

0%

40%

20%

40%

0%

60%

0%

40%

20%

40%

0%

50%

25%

25%

0%

40%

20%

20%

20%

40%

20%

40%

0%

Train employees on green

20%

40%

40%

0%

Integrate green with existing improvement
methodology

40%

20%

40%

0%

ing) leverage existing frameworks and ensure employees can
contribute to green improvements (Chapman & Green, 2010).
The businesses also need to quantify the benefits and costs
of their green projects and link them to financial outcomes.
Otherwise, little serious attention will be devoted to them

Table 4. Green Manufacturing and Facilities Practices
(n=5)
No
Efforts

Little
Efforts

Infancy
Stage

Fully
Integrated

0%

33%

67%

0%

20%

0%

20%

60%

0%

0%

20%

80%

0%

0%

20%

80%

Track energy consumption

0%

20%

0%

80%

Track emissions

20%

0%

0%

80%

25%

0%

0%

75%

20%

0%

0%

80%

0%

20%

0%

80%

Have a product take back
program
Mistake proof where hazardous materials are
used
Using more pull-based replenishment methods
Have a workplace recycling program

Have a plan to minimize
energy use and emissions
Have a plan to minimize
water use
Have a plan to reduce
waste generated

consumption, and have plans to reduce water use, waste, and
emissions. We did not break down the emissions into the various scopes, but they are likely tracking Scope 1 emissions
which is carbon (a greenhouse gas) generated at the facility.
Of perhaps more importance are Scope 3 emissions (carbon
produced due to logistics, travel, use of products, and supply
chain) which are tracked by few companies, but are usually
the biggest sources of emissions (Carbon Disclosure Project,
2010a). Starting in 2011, the GHG protocol (de facto standard
for carbon reporting) will include specific guidelines for
Scope 3 emissions, making supply chain a central part of
greenhouse gas reporting (GHGprotocol.org, 2011). Unfor-
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tunately, we did not assess the organizations’ capabilities to
capture Scope 3 emissions.
Supply Management
Table 5 displays practices commonly associated with
supplier management such as preferring to use recycled supplies. The companies reported engaging in some positive activities along their supply chains. As discussed previously,
there are limits to what a company can do in isolation and
unless the total supply chain’s environmental impact is considered, it is disingenuous to claim “green” (Corporate Executive Board, 2007).
The companies reported increasing collaboration with
their partners, using recycled supplies, and considering green
in their procurement strategies. An area of concern was that
most were not monitoring their suppliers’ compliance, even
though they may specify criteria for their suppliers’ green
performance. Perhaps the companies are not willing to dedicate resources or do not have the resources to perform ongoing monitoring. The organizations may also be benefitting
from their increased collaboration with their suppliers (Table 5).
Increased collaboration usually builds trusting relationships,
which reduce the need for monitoring.
Logistics and Transportation
Table 5. Green Considerations in Supplier Management
(n=5)
No
Efforts

Little
Efforts

Infancy
Stage

Fully
Integrated

20%

20%

40%

20%

20%

20%

40%

20%

20%

20%

40%

20%

Monitor suppliers’ environmental compliance

75%

0%

25%

0%

Prefer previously used, recycled, or remanufactured
supplies

0%

Collaborate with supply chain
partners to improve
green performance
Procurement strategy includes green considerations
Have criteria for suppliers’
environmental performance
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(Crowley and Goldberg, 2010). Companies will need to think
not just about ways to reduce the undesirable effects of their
transportation needs (i.e. using alternative fuels), but also
how to eliminate the necessity to travel so many miles.
Table 6. Green Considerations in Logistics and Transportation (n=5)
No
Efforts

Little
Efforts

Infancy
Stage

Fully
Integrated

Minimizing frequent
shipments

0%

0%

80%

20%

Bundling deliveries

0%

0%

75%

25%

Considering emissions in decisions

0%

50%

25%

25%

Reducing total miles

0%

50%

0%

50%

Redesigning networks to accommodate greater returns

25%

25%

25%

25%

0%

67%

33%

0%

67%

33%

0%

0%

0%

0%

50%

50%

De-speeding our supply
chain
Switching to more green
modes
Increasing load fill

Opportunities were found for switching to modes such
as trains and ships (can be intermodal if spurs/ports are not
available). These two modes contribute little to global emissions (Carbon Disclosure Project, 2010b) and can reduce the
use of high-emissions vehicles such as trucks. The companies
were also doing little to slow down their supply chain. This
practice means using less expedited shipping and literally reducing the speed at which vehicles travel. The reason for this
practice is that a linear decrease in speed brings a squared decrease in emissions (World Economic Forum, 2009). However, reducing the speed of trucks might result in higher
inventory levels, more trucks on the road, and less pay for
drivers if they are paid by the mile. These tradeoffs must be
examined on a case-by-case basis.
Packaging

25%

75%

0%

Table 6 displays practices related to transportation management such as switching to greener transportation modes
and reducing total miles traveled. The companies were taking
steps to minimize frequent shipments, reduce total miles, and
maximize load fills. These activities are important because
transportation has a large environmental impact and it is
growing. Overseas manufacturing and the demand for fast
deliveries has increased the types of shipping that create the
most emissions - jets and trucks (Golicic, Boerstler, & Ellram, 2009.). Currently, U.S. freight movement accounts for
25% of GHG emissions and by 2020 there will be a 70% increase in the amount of freight moved in the U.S. per day

Table 7 displays practices associated with product packaging such as minimizing the use of materials in packaging
and using recyclable materials. With the exception of one
company, the participating companies are lacking in these
areas. The companies may generate positive financial returns
by emphasizing packaging projects as part of their GrSCM
program.
Packaging is a critical consideration when it comes to
loading vehicles to their maximum weight and reducing the
amount of material waste that is generated. For example, vehicles typically run out of space before they meet their maximum weight (Lu et al., 2007). While packaging accounts
for only about 5% of total weight in a vehicle’s load, it consumes a higher percentage of space (World Economic Forum,
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Table 7. Green Considerations in Packaging (n=5)
No
Efforts

Little
Efforts

Infancy
Fully
Stage Integrated

Redesigning containers/packaging to minimize materials

0%

40%

40%

20%

Using multi-purpose, reusable, or
recyclable packaging/dunnage

0%

75%

0%

25%

2009). The more space that is taken up with packaging, the
fewer goods can be shipped at once. Fewer goods at once results in more trucks on the road and overall higher energy
consumption. Top performing companies are finding ways to
increase product-to-package ratios while ensuring the product
will arrive without damage (World Economic Forum, 2009).
Limitations and Future Research
A weakness of our study was the small number of businesses that participated. This design allowed us to perform
an in-depth analysis but it stifled our ability to make generalizations. Future researchers should study a larger sample of
businesses and use a more targeted population such as a certain industry or business sector. Another avenue would be an
in-depth cost/benefit analysis of the various GrSCM practices
across a spectrum of businesses and industries. For example,
the costs associated with a GrSCM practice may outweigh
the benefits in some applications or some practices may have
undesirable consequences on some other environmental impact. These studies would help businesses make well-advised
and prioritized decisions without considerable assessment expenses.
Summary
We found the selected companies were engaging in several practices that should help them reduce their environmental impact, position them to be competitive in the future, and
prepare them to serve increasingly green conscious customers. We also identified areas for improvement such as
switching to greener modes of transportation, monitoring
suppliers’ performance, and using endorsed standards, but
those suggestions come with a caution. Each practice is not
necessarily correct for every industry or business. Some contradict with existing business paradigms and some add costs
while having a negligible reduction in environmental impact.
The innovations that can come from GrSCM projects are desirable, but businesses should pursue GrSCM in an informed
and disciplined way that minimizes the impact on the ecosystem and generates a positive return on investment.
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issuesonoursupplychain.
12. Wequantifythecostsandbenefitsofgreen
effortsinrealdollars.
13. Weuselifecycleanalysistoolstoinvestigatethe
environmentalimpactofoursupplychain.
14. WeusedefinedGrSCMmetrics.

15. OurmanagershavevisibilityintoGrSCMmetrics.

















No














Effortsinplace
accordingtotop
management
and/or
corporate,but
littleisactually
beingdone





Noeffortsare
currentlyin
place











Yes

Clearlyarticulatescommitmenttogreeninitsmission.

EmploysendorsedGrSCMstandards/definitions(an
exampleisGreenSCOR).

HasanexecutiveleaderresponsibleforGrSCMinitiatives.

PublishesGrSCMinformationatleastannually.

PursuesGrSCMviacrossͲfunctionalteams.


Howwouldyouclassifythefollowing?






9.

8.

7.

6.

5.

Ourorganization…













Startedpursuing
inthelastfew
years;stillin
infancyor
isolatedstages













Wehavea
robust,
coordinated,
andfully
integrated
program













Not
applicable
toour
business
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16. Webenchmarkotherfirms’GrSCMbest
practices.
17. Wecollaboratewithsupplychainpartnersto
improvegreenperformance.
18. Ourprocurementstrategyincludesgreen
considerations.
19. Wehavecriteriaforoursuppliers’environmental
performance.
20. Wemonitoroursuppliers’environmental
compliance.
21. Wepreferpreviouslyused,recycled,or
remanufacturedsupplieswherewecan.
22. Environmentalcompatibilityisincludedin
productdesigndecisions.
23. WearedesigningproductsthatappealtogreenͲ
consciousconsumers.
24. Weuse3rdpartyendorsementsif“green”labels
areused.
25. WehaveanEnvironmentalManagementSystem
totrackourperformance/compliance.
26. Wehaveapollutionpreventionprogram.

27. Greenisintegratedwithourexisting
improvementmethodology(ex.Lean;SixSigma)
28. Wetrainouremployeesongreenissues.

29. WeareusingmorepullͲbasedreplenishment
methods.
30. Wehaveaworkplacerecyclingprogram.



































Littleactually
beingdone



Noefforts































Infancyor
isolated































Robust/fully
integrated































N/A
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31. Wetrackourenergyconsumption.

32. Wetrackouremissions.

33. Wehaveaplantominimizeenergyuseand
emissions.
34. Wehaveaplantoreducewateruse.

35. Wehaveaplantoreducethewastewegenerate.

36. WehaveaproducttakeͲbackprogram.

37. WeemploymistakeͲproofinginareaswhere
hazardousmaterials/wastesareused/generated.
38. Weredesignedourlogisticsnetworksto
accommodategreaterreturnsforremanufacture,
reuse,orrecycle.
39. Weaggregate/bundlerequirements/deliveriesto
minimizetransportation.
40. Weconsideremissionsintransportation
decisions.
41. Weroutetominimizefuelconsumption.

42. Wehaveaninitiativetoreduceourtotal
transportationmiles.
43. WearedeͲspeedingoursupplychain(decreasing
ship/truckspeed,usinglessexpeditedshipping,
etc.)
44. Wehaveaplantoincreaseourloadfill.

45. WeareusingmorecleanͲvehicletechnologies.
















































































N/A



Robust/fully
integrated



Infancyor
isolated



Littleactually
beingdone



Noefforts
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Littleactually
beingdone



Noefforts

50.

51.

52.

53.

54.

55.





Howmanypeopleareemployedatyourfacility?Clickheretoentertext.

Whatarethetypicalannualrevenuesgeneratedatyourfacility?Clickheretoentertext.

Whatindustrydoyouoperatein(PleaseincludetheNAICSCode)?Clickheretoentertext.

Whatisyourfunctioninyourdepartment?Clickheretoentertext.

Whatisyourdepartment?Clickheretoentertext.

Whatisyourjobtitle?Clickheretoentertext.

Thefollowingquestionsareforclassificationpurposes(doubleͲclicktoentertext):



46. Weareswitchingtomoregreenmodessuchas
railandwaterways.
47. Weareminimizingtheuseoffrequent
shipments.
48. Weareredesigningcontainers/packagingto
minimizematerials.
49. WeareusingmultiͲpurpose,reusable,or
recyclablepackaging/dunnage.











Infancyor
isolated









Robust/fully
integrated









N/A
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